The Producer
We introduced this cable to the world market in the year 2000-it
won Best Digital Interconnect from the illustrious What Hi-Fi?
Sound & Vision Magazine. Over ten years later, and numerous Best
Buy Digital Interconnect Awards and 5-Star reviews continue to
rain down on this magnificent digital interconnect.
Heres why: It's the
cheapest
interconnect on the
planet to use ultrapure, grain-free
(single) high-end
Monocrystal™
conductor material.
IAs the reviewer at
What Hi-Fi? so
accurately put it:"…a
digital cable that
puts in such a superb performance that you might well wonder if the Scottish company has the
decimal point in the wrong place."
The Producer Digital’s ability to transmit digital information - the pulsed square wave high frequency
signal - is without equal at anything close to this price - thanks largely to the use of unique trademarked
ultra-pure Monocrystal™ copper in the important 'going' conductor-a conductor material so expensive
and pure it has, quite frankly, never before been considered in a cable at anything approaching this price
point.

Performance improvements over all entry level interconnects
It offers significant improvements over all ALL entry level digital interconnects-thanks mainly to the
superior conductive qualities of the Monocrystal™ Copper multistranded rope-lay woven signal
conductor- but also because of its superb construction which includes ultra low-loss air-foamed
Polyethylene dielectric insulator all encased in a dual screen of Al/Mylar continuous foil and Ultra-Hi
Purity-OFC braid (designed to reject extraneous ‘noise’ which may otherwise affect the delicate signal).
It is vital that quality digital cable closely matches the ‘characteristic impedance’ (75ohm) of the digital
signal- this being the most important concern of digital signal transmission. Of near-equal importance is
‘capacitance’ -which must be kept as low as possible. The topology of '‘The Producer” digital
interconnect is carefully controlled to match these required specifications.
'The Producer' is a genuine 75ohm device and is double screened to reject unwanted 'noise' with ease.
The Producer may be terminated in RCA or BNC plugs or a combination of the two.
Click here for a more in-depth discussion of digital signals.

Reviews & Testimonials
"Ecosse is back with a digital cable
that puts in such a superb performance
that you might well wonder if the
Scottish company has the decimal point
in the wrong place. At this price you
wont get a better digital lead."
Best Buy Digital Interconnect, What HI-FI? Sound
and Vision, UK, A wards

"We recommend the "Producer" for
the digital connection from the DVD to
AV amplifiers, where it really makes
miracles considering its cost... beautiful
appearance and such a quality of
construction that honors its category of
price... It seems that the Monocrystal
construction gives a clear advance in
the sound of the cables..."
BHi-End Opontiaem, Greek Magazine

"Considering the price, (it) delivers
wonderfully vivid dynamics. Music
sounds neutral with vocals and
instruments being reproduced I a
wholly believable manner. Cymbals

shimmer, drums thwack with real power,
and rock and jazz rhythm sections truly
swing. At this price this cable is a
reference in both standard and nature."
What HI-FI? Sound and Vision, Magazine, UK

Technical Specifications

"Of the three digital interconnects
tested here, the (Ecosse) Reference is
the best made. The gold-plated phono
connectors soldered to either end are
of excellent quality. It works well as a
digital interconnect, with no audible
nasties. Excellent value for money."

Monocrystal™ Cu rope-lay woven signal conductor
Ultra-Hi Purity-OFC™ close-lapped braid
Al/Mylar foil screen
Ultra low loss FPE dielectric insulation
Anti-microphony soft PVC jacket

What Video & T V Magazine, UK

Direct gold-plated dual screened plugs

We cannot stress enough that significant improvements are possible from matching mains cable,
loudSpeaker and interconnect cable-grade-wise (see our 'at-a-glance' Cable Match Table) throughout
your system, thus enhancing synergy.
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